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The cataloging interface

❏ A web application to administrate bibliographic information, holdings and authorities.
❏ An unfiltered window into the Libris data.

Librisimports exports



Data Controlling The Editor

❏ The vocabulary describing the possible entities and their inheritance structure
❏ The JSON-LD context dealing with cardinality (@set, @list) and strings as id:s (dropdowns)
❏ Lens definitions, describing the properties needed to quickly identify a thing
❏ A general template layout



Vocabulary & definitions

https://id.kb.se/vocab/ - presentation https://github.com/libris/definitions - code

https://id.kb.se/vocab/
https://github.com/libris/definitions


Lens definitions: Cards, Chips & Full

❏ The user has a need to identify things by a (rather small) subset of its properties.
❏ Every type has different identifying properties. (Describing a person vs describing a book)



Presentation of properties for a person.
        "Person": {

          "@id": "Person-chips",

          "@type": "fresnel:Lens",

          "classLensDomain": "Person",

          "showProperties": [ "familyName", "givenName", "name", 
"marc:numeration", "marc:titlesAndOtherWordsAssociatedWithAName", 
"marc:fullerFormName", "lifeSpan" ]

        },





Templates

❏ Defining properties for a workflow
❏ Instance level with a local work
❏ Just Json-LD structures
❏ Based on RDA workflows
❏ Involving experts of the domain
❏ Can be used for

❏ Creating new from scratch
❏ As overlay to existing descriptions



Snippets

  "ISBN": {
    "@type": "ISBN",
    "value": "",
    "qualifier": [""]
  }

❏ Used for structured values and Local entities (non-linked)
❏ Gives control over dataforms, but for now can only be created once per entity

predefined forms - mini “templates” of entities





Editor? IDE?



• What additional features in this new environment will assist cataloguers with their 
ability to efficiently, yet richly, describe library resources?

• Must we edit RDF-resource-by-RDF-resource, which may be inefficient for 
cataloguers, or can we edit by RDF graph, which is technologically more 
challenging?

• If by graph, what are the challenges of scoping the graph we load into an editor 
and how we save it back, i.e. deleting/replacing the edited graph?

• What is the best use of profiles? What do you do with descriptive elements 
(triples) belonging to a graph that do not match your edit profile?

• What are the complications of editing a description that started as MARC and 
therefore has no explicit profile?


